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The Polish have become foodies. Italian 
cuisine is the second most popular in  
Poland. Many Poles boast about being  
experts in this field, but they make  
numerous basic mistakes in preparing 
Italian cuisine and they are far from being 
a real Italian master chef – a Capocuoco.

Malma the native Polish brand offering  
Italian pasta decided to show what not  
to do with Italian cuisine and asked Italians 
living in Poland to face the atrociousness and 
sacrilege committed to the Italian cuisine. 

Do you want to know why Alferdo and 
Leonardo - not professional chefs or actors 
were recognised as influencers who have 
an impact on Polish culinary bloggers and 
journalists?

THE BACKGROUND
In the 1990s, MALMA, a pasta manufacturer, was 
one of the first Polish companies which was built 
after the fall of the communist regime in a modern 
manner and succeeded spectacularly. Almost 25 
years later, the brand owner changed and a decision 
on MALMA’s rebranding and repositioning was 
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made. The agency’s task was to prepare communica-
tion which would increase the company’s credibility 
among the new target group, i.e. urban foodies. The 
campaign’s aim was to demonstrate expertise in the 
field of Italian cuisine and reach the new target group 
effectively, while maintaining the highest level of 
reliability.

SUMMARY
The key insight behind the campaign was the con-
viction of Polish foodies to their extended knowledge 
around Italian cuisine, which is the second most  
popular cuisine in Poland (closely following Polish 
food). As a result, many Poles boast about being 
experts in this field. Meanwhile, the agency’s key 
findings showed that numerous basic mistakes are 
made in preparing Italian meals and they are far  
from being a real Italian master chef – a Capocuoco. 

The campaign cooking behind as a creative concept, 
as it had been exploited numerously by the competi-
tion. Malma showed what not to do with Italian cui-
sine - what mistakes should be avoided. The agency 
proposed the a creative idea where real Italians would 
face the atrociousness and sacrilege committed to 
the Italian cuisine in Poland in a humorous manner. 
They also showed tips&tricks which would allow 
viewers to impress their friends.

The campaign’s participants were not selected  
accidently. Alfredo and Leonardo are Italians who 
have been living in Poland for years. They are not 
 professional chefs or actors, but they like to cook 
and read Dante together. Their candidness, perver-
sity and rebellious sense of humour became the 
axis for the culinary miniseries “Expert in the Italian 
cuisine – Malma - presents Dante’s Kitchen”. The 
humorous format of the campaign was positively 
welcomed by Polish foodies. Although a comment 
saying that “the Italians will not tell us how to cook 
Italian meals in Poland!” appeared, which was obvi-
ously immediately picked up by other Internet users 
and met with laughter. The Poles could take revenge 
on the Italians by challenging Alfredo and Leonardo 
to pronounce the most sophisticated tongue twisters.
The campaign’s participants were not Polish celebri-
ties, but were recognised as influencers who have an 
impact on Polish culinary bloggers and journalists. 
As a result, the campaign was very reliable, but also 
fresh and revealing for a mainstream recipient.

THE RESULT
The format created by MSLGROUP was welcomed 
with a fantastic response from the fans. 14 episodes 
of a miniseries „Dante’s Kitchen” aired on YouTube 
between March and June 2015 and were viewed in 
total over 1,800,000 times. Alfredo and Leonardo had 
to face the challenge of over 1,500 tongue twisters 
created by “mean” fans. Malma decided to continue 
the strategy prepared by the agency in the brand’s 
following campaigns.

THE CHALLENGE

The challenge was in creating reliable communication  
regarding Italian cuisine by the native Polish brand  
offering Italian pasta.


